Mapping protein structural changes by quantitative cross-linking.
Chemical cross-linking is a promising technology for protein tertiary structure determination. Though the data has low spatial resolution, it is possible to obtain it at physiological conditions on proteins that are not amenable to standard high resolution techniques such as X-ray, NMR analysis and cryo-EM. Here we demonstrate the utilization of isotopically labeled chemical cross-linking to visualize protein conformation rearrangements. Since calmodulin exists in two distinct conformations (calcium-free and calcium-containing forms), we selected this protein for testing the potential and the limits of a new technique. After cross-linking of both calmodulin forms, the calcium-free and calcium-containing forms were mixed together and digested under different conditions and the products of proteolysis were monitored using high resolution mass spectrometry. Finally, the ratios of heavy/light cross-links were calculated by mMass open source platform.